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PROPOSAL TO AMEND THE CONSTITUTION OF THE PAN AMERICAN
HEALTH ORGANIZATION IN RELATION TO THE TERM OF OFFICE OF

THE DIRECTOR OF THE PAN AMERICAN SANITARY BUREAU

1. Background

In Resolution EB102.R1, the Executive Board of the World Health Organization
(WHO), at its 102nd session, amended Rule 48 of its Rules of Procedure to state that:

. . . Subject to Article 54 of the Constitution, the appointment of a Regional Director shall
be for five years and he or she shall be eligible for reappointment once only.

In the same resolution, the Board:

. . . Requests the Regional Director for the Americas to bring this amendment to the
attention of the appropriate governing body of PAHO with a view to considering an
amendment to its Constitution, and taking such other action as may be appropriate, so as
to establish the same rules for the appointment of the Director of PAHO as are
established by this resolution.

The Executive Committee of PAHO, at its 122nd Session in June 1998,
considered Resolution EB102.R1. The Members of the Committee noted that, since the
Pan American Sanitary Conference elects the Director of the Pan American Sanitary
Bureau (PASB) and the Conference is held at four-year intervals in accordance with the
PAHO Constitution (Article 7.A), a change in the term of office of the Director of the
Pan American Sanitary Bureau (PASB) would require a change in the periodicity of
Conferences.
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The Committee Members were of the opinion that, while consistency of Regional
practices might be desirable, there was not sufficient time for all the Member States to be
adequately informed about the nature and ramifications of such a change in the short time
remaining before the Pan American Sanitary Conference in September 1998. They
further noted that if the interval between the 25th and 26th Pan American Sanitary
Conferences were to be lengthened to five years, the 26th Conference would no longer
coincide with the observance of the Organization’s 100th anniversary in 2002. The
Committee therefore proposed that, should it be decided to amend the Constitution to
introduce these changes, it be indicated that they would come into effect only with the
opening of the 26th Pan American Sanitary Conference in 2002.

The Director of PASB informed the Executive Committee that he would prepare a
brief background paper on the subject for the consideration of the Committee at its
123rd Session.

2. Considerations

It might be useful to keep in mind the following provisions when reviewing the
options presented below (or other options) in relation to the term of office of the Director
of PASB and the possible introduction of a term limitation.

2.1 Global Relationship

Under Article 1 of the agreement between the World Health Organization and the
Pan American Health Organization, which came into effect on 1 July 1949:

The States and territories of the Western Hemisphere make up the geographical area
of a regional organization of the World Health Organization.

2.2 Inter-American Relationship

Under part I of the agreement between the Council of the Organization of
American States and the Directing Council of the Pan American Health Organization,
which came into effect on 23 May 1950:

The Pan American Sanitary Organization is recognized as an Inter-American
Specialized Organization.
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2.3 Director of the Pan American Sanitary Bureau

Article 21.A of the PAHO Constitution provides:

The Bureau shall have a Director elected at the Conference by the vote of a majority
of the Governments of the Organization.  The Director shall hold office for a period of
four years.

2.4 Regional Director of the World Health Organization for the Americas

Rule 58 of the Rules of Procedure of the Pan American Sanitary Conference
states that:

Acting as Regional Committee of the World Health Organization, and in conformity
with Articles 49 and 52 of the Constitution of the World Health Organization, the
Conference shall submit to the Executive Board of the World Health Organization the
name of the person so elected, for appointment as Regional Director.

2.5 Amendments to the Constitution of the Pan American Health Organization

Article 28 of the PAHO Constitution states:

Proposals to amend the Constitution shall be communicated to the Member
Governments at least three months in advance of their consideration by the Conference
or the Council.  Amendments shall come into force for all Member Governments when
adopted by the Conference by a two-thirds vote of the representatives of all Member
Governments or when adopted by the Council by a two-thirds vote of those
representatives.

3. Options

The Executive Committee may wish to consider the following options:

3.1 Maintenance of the Status Quo

The Pan American Sanitary Conference or the Directing Council could decide
that there is no benefit to be gained for PAHO by the proposed changes and opt to
maintain the status quo for the following reasons:

– there is no substantive effect on the integration of PAHO and WHO by the
synchronization or not of the length of the term of office and number of terms
allowed of the Director of the Pan American Sanitary Bureau and those of the
other Regional Directors of WHO;
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– a four-year term and no restrictions on reelection have worked satisfactorily up to
now for PAHO;

– the terms of office of the Regional Directors of the various WHO Regions do not
coincide.

Action:  No action required.

3.2 Separate the Issues of Term of Office and Term Limitation

3.2.1 Term Limitation

The Pan American Sanitary Conference or the Directing Council could decide to
introduce a term limit for the Director of the Pan American Sanitary Bureau, while
maintaining the four-year term of office and the periodicity of the Pan American Sanitary
Conferences.

Action:  This could be accomplished by:

(a) an amendment to Article 21.A of the PAHO Constitution, as follows:

Article 21.A:  The Bureau shall have a Director elected at the Conference by the
vote of a majority of the Governments of the Organization. The Director shall
hold office for a period of four years and may not be reelected more than once.
In the event that the successor to the Director has not been elected prior to the
expiration of the Director’s term of office, the Director shall continue to serve
until the successor takes office. In the event of the resignation, incapacity, or
death of the Director, the Deputy Director shall assume the duties of the Director
until the next meeting of the Council. The Council shall then elect a Director
ad interim by a majority vote of the Governments present and voting.

OR, alternatively, if it were felt that a term limitation did not belong in the
Constitution:

(b) adoption of a resolution containing the provision that the Director of the Pan
American Sanitary Bureau may not be reelected more than once.

Note:  WHO did not amend its Constitution to alter the terms of the Director
General or the format of election.
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In either case, the Conference or Council could also consider a caveat similar to
that made by the Executive Board that would exclude the Director currently in office
from this limitation.

3.2.2 Term of Office

The Pan American Sanitary Conference or the Directing Council could decide to
change the term of office of the Director of PASB from four to five years, but decide not
to set any limitation on the number of terms of office.

Action:  This could be accomplished by an amendment to Articles 7.A and 21.A
of the PAHO Constitution, as follows:

Article 7.A: The Conference shall meet every five years at the Headquarters of
the Organization on a date fixed by the Director of the Bureau in consultation with the
Executive Committee.

Article 21.A:  The Bureau shall have a Director elected at the Conference by the
vote of a majority of the Governments of the Organization.  The Director shall hold office
for a period of five years.  In the event that the successor to the Director has not been
elected prior to the expiration of the Director’s term of office, the Director shall continue
to serve until the successor takes office.  In the event of the resignation, incapacity, or
death of the Director, the Deputy Director shall assume the duties of the Director until
the next meeting of the Council.  The Council shall then elect a Director ad interim by a
majority vote of the Governments present and voting.

3.3 Change Term of Office and Introduce Term Limitation

The Pan American Sanitary Conference or the Directing Council could decide to
change the term of office of the Director of PASB from four to five years, necessitating a
corresponding change in the intervals between Pan American Sanitary Conferences from
four to five years, and also decide to set a limit of two terms for the Director, to reflect
the practice of the Organization of American States (OAS) for the Secretary General (The
Secretary General of the Organization shall be elected by the General Assembly for a
five-year term and may not be reelected more than once . . . ) and that of WHO for the
Director-General and other Regional Directors.

Action:  In order to bring PAHO practice into line with the OAS Charter and with
the WHO Executive Board’s Rules of Procedure, Articles 7.A and 21.A of the PAHO
Constitution could be modified as follows:
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Article 7.A.  The Conference shall meet every five years at the Headquarters of
the Organization on a date fixed by the Director of the Bureau in consultation with the
Executive Committee.

Article 21.A.  The Bureau shall have a Director elected at the Conference by the
vote of a majority of the Governments of the Organization.  The Director shall hold office
for a period of five years, and may not be reelected more than once.  In the event that
the successor to the Director has not been elected prior to the expiration of the
Director’s term of office, the Director shall continue to serve until the successor takes
office.  In the event of the resignation, incapacity, or death of the Director, the Deputy
Director shall assume the duties of the Director until the next meeting of the Council.
The Council shall then elect a Director ad interim by a majority vote of the Governments
present and voting.

The Pan American Sanitary Conference or the Directing Council could indicate
that the amendments will come into effect with the opening of the 26th Pan American
Sanitary Conference in 2002, and will not apply to the incumbent Director.

4. Action Requested of the Executive Committee

The Executive Committee is requested to consider the above or other options and
transmit them to the Directing Council together with its opinion.


